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Abstract

This thesi-s presents the theory of sedimentation

necessary for the design of a secondary clarifier, for
applications where complete solids recycle is practiced.

The development of tray clarification is briefly examined

by looking at some of the problems encountered in past

attempts of design. A design guideline is presented for
a clarifier which utitized trayed leweas to aid in sedi-

mentation, and. overcomes slud.ge removal problems of the

past attempts at tray sedímentation, by using syphons to

control flow, Sol-ids are removed by flushing them from the

trays, The design presented takes advantage of shaltow

settling depth, reduced overflow rate, reduced. effeet from

outlet currents, and mínimizes the effect of short-

circuíting¡ and addítíonally, offers a means whereby

future expansion may be made quÍ-te simply by reschedulíng

the operation.
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Tray Sedimentation

with
Syphon Controls

:¡ .1. TNTRoDUCTION

In 19?4, the city of Brandon, Manitoba, completed.

a project to alleviate theír problem of insufficient
i', winter storage.in their sewage lagoons. The pro ject

,, involved the construction of an extended. aeration treat-
,' ''. ment plant for winter operation. The secondary treatment

thus provided allows the city to eontinually discharge the
treated efflusnl to the Assiniboine River via the existing
lagoons r

: A novel_ design in the treatment plant ís the;

i "econdary 
clarifier where clarification occurs in sedimen-

tation channels that have three trayed levels. The idea
of utilizing trays to aid. in the sedimentation process is
not new, although, earl-ier attempts by others were not very

' successful as practical problems were encountered with
sludge removal (!,2)o.

1,1. purpose and Scope

The original purpose of this paper was to evaluate
1 the clarification system at Brandon, Manitoba, Due to

operational problems within the treatment plant, the system

did not provide a degree of treatment suítable for

* The numbers in parenthesis indicate references used inthe text.

1-



evaluation. The project was not abandoned since the novel-

design of the clarifier deserves further investígation.
Some data of suspended solids concentrations are included

as appendix B, although the reader shoul-d keep in mind that
the results are not representative of the clarifier because

an aerobic sludge floc díd not develop.

The purpose of this paper is to present the

design of tray sedimentation of wastewaters. Tray sedi-

mentation with syphon controls utilizes a system of syphons

to al1ow.for a removal of collected solids from the clari-
fication process and to control- effluent draw-off. This

paper attempts to compile the ínformation on the design and

to índicate important aspects of ít, The design is
dj-rected mainly towards an application where complete

recycle of settled solid.s is required.

2, SEDTTIENTATTON

Sedímentation is the removal of solid particles
from suspension through gravity settling. The terms settl-
irg, sedimentation, clarificatíon or thickening al-l- refer
to the removal of settleable solids, although clarification
implies an interest in the quality of the clarified liquid;
whereas, thickening implies an interest in the concentrated

solids beíng collected. (3).

The term tray sedimentation is derived. from the

fact that trays are incorporated to aid in the collection
of settleable solids. In tray sedimentation the basic

2



fundamentals of settling are much more clearly evident than

in the more conventional settling tank design used today.

Henee, a review of the fundamental process of sedímentation

is provided to al-low the reader a better understanding of

'i this paper.

2.L. Classification of Sedimentation

Sedimentation is a unit operation of sanitary
.

', engÍ-neering. fn wastewater treatment, the unit operation

: of settling ís used to remove: grit, organic particulate-
:-

matter in the primary settling basin, biotogical fl-oc in
tfre activated sludge settling basin, chemical floc from

, ehemical coagulation and for sol-íds concentration in sludge

thickeners (4).

I The settling of particles has been classified

I into four separate eategories: type f - discrete, type ff
flocculent, zorLe and compression settlíng (3r4,5), The

classificati-on for the type of settling is dependent on

.i the eoncentratíon of the suspension and the character of

,, the solids. It is common to have more than one category

of settling taking place in one cl-arifier. In the sedi-

mentation of raw domestic sewage, all four may be oceuring

simultaneously.

I Type f settling refers to the sedimentation of
discrete, nonflocculating particles in a dilute suspensi-on

(4 ) . The solid.s settl-e with no interaction between neigh-

bouring partieles, ê.g. a solution containing grains of

l:.i:1.:
r.:.: :L

:.,;:,
¡:'.:.:::;:

:

i -':,-.
ti ::.:-:
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sand.

Type fI settling refers to a dilute suspension

of particles that flocculate or coalesce during sedimen-

tation (4). Through flocculation or coalescing, the par-

ticles increase ín mass and settle at a faster rate.
Zone settling refers to eoncentrated suspensions

where interparticle forces are sufficient to cause a

hindering of the settling. The particles settle in fixed
positions with respect to each other and settle as a unit
or zone (4).

Compression settling refers to the conditions

which develop when the particles settling are of such

concentration that a structure is formed, Further settling
can onl.y oceur through compression of the structure (4).

The compression is due to the weight of the particles
being added on the top of the structure.

2,2.. Type f Discrete Settling
he. settling of discrete, nonflocculating par-

ticles in a dil-ute suspension settl-e unhindered by the

presence of other settling particles and i-s a function onJ-y

of the properti-es of the fl-uid and partícles in question (3).

The settling of a diserete particle can be de-

scribed. through the classi-cal laws of mechanics, A l-ist
of the forces acting on a particle moving through a fl-uid

are ! the force due to gravity, the buoyant force d.ue to the

fluid, and the frictional or drag force. The resultant

4-
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force acting on any particle is then:

FR = FI/ìl - FB - Fp ....... (1)

where FR = resultant force, lb. (force)
Fïü = force due to gravity, lb, (force )
FB = buoyant force, lb. (foree)
FD = drag force, lb. (foree)

where ps = particle density, lb. (mass) per cu. ft.
Vp = particle volumer cu. ft.
g - acceleration due to gravity, 3Z.I? ft. per sec.2

The buoyant force may be calculated by (6),

The drag force, a function of the size, roughness,
shape and velocity of the particle and of the fl-uid density
and viscosity have been found experimentally to be relate¿
as (3) 

'

ì :.: :.: :::

FD = cl Ap pl v*2 ...¡rr.......(4)
2

6



where CD = Newton's dimensionless drag coefficient
Ao = projected surface area of the particle in the
'- direction of fl-owr sQ. ft.

vs = the relative velocity between the particle
- and the fluid, ft. per sêc.

The drag côefficient, CD, has been experimental-Iy 'ü"...

demonstrated to be related to the Reynold's number, Re (3).

The Re¡mold's number is a ratio of the inertía force per 
.,::::

unit area to the viscous force per uni-t area (?). A 'ì''..,,'

relationship, considering spheres for particles, is that :.,,,;
,..:.:.:.

een 1 and 104, C¡ can befor Reynold's numbers between L and LO'f

approximated by (B),

f]-\/Tì

Re f-d

i

Particl-es other than spheres tend to have in- 
I

ereased drag coefficients due to changes of shape (9). , ,

Di-screte particles settling under the infl-uence ,.,,,,'t..:.
of gravity continue to accelerate until the drag force is 

','.i,,1,,,'::: .:: ':

equal to the gravitational force. Considering a spherical

par-t].cl.e:

3 Cnpl"3 ps 91 (6)=p Ò4 os Dp

where Dp = particle diameter, ft.

ps

7
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hlhen the acceleration of the particle becomes

zero the settling velocity is constant. Thj-s velocity
val-ue is known as the termínal velocity u¡ (j),

where ut = terminal settlíng velocity, ft. per sec.

Under normal conditions, generally the terminal
velocity ís quickly attained. (3). rf the terminal velocity
of a suspensíon of discrete particles of uniform size and

shape ís known, the clarificatíon rate can be easí1y

computed (3),

utA

.. ¡.. r ' (Z)

..r..... (B)

cu. ft. /sec.
settle ín'

i.:

q = z-P' =t
where volumetrj-c rate of clarification,

distance through which particles
time t, ft.
time, sec.
cross-sectional area of a volume in a plane
perpendicufar to the direction of subsisdence,se. ft.

hlith reference to equation B, aIl particles
with a terminal velocity equal to or greater than utr will
be removed.

fn sedimentation of discrete particles, the flow

q=
t-
L_L_

[=

8-
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capacity of the basin is theoretically independent of the

basin depth and. is a function only of the surface area for
the basin and the settling vel-ocity of the particle (3).

Discrete particles can be seen to settle at a

constant velocity. The proportion of particles entering
a settring tank that wíll be removed. can be calcurated

from figure 2.

The depth of the tank is the product of the

settling veloeity and the retentíon time, to (Ð.

l=vsto=vs
H ioto vo

..... r.... (g)

Hence, the proportion of particles of a given

size that will be removed in a horizontal flow tank are (Ð,

......... (f o)
Vá

È
=

v
Þ̂

"

q/A

where A = râte of fl-ow
A = surface area of the settling zone, width x length
vs = settlíng velocity of the particle
vo = settling velocity for LOO% removal

Suppose the rectangular horizontal basin being
discussed is altered. to have an íntermediate tray placed

at the half-way depth. The velocity of the water in the

tank has not been changed and the settling velocity of

10
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the particles remains the same. The depth through which

the particles must settle is reduced by one-hal-f and

there is twice the floor are¿- available to coll-ect solids¡

The removal ratio has been doubled by the addition of the
,., -. ...1additional floor area (t). ,,,,,.;

ff the idealized basin is constructed to only

the half-way depth, the velocíty of flow through the tank

wilJ- be doubl-ed, and all particles settling in this tank .:.'.:',

, .'it, ,

wilt have one-haIf the slope of corresponding paths for
partic1essett1íngintheorigina1settlingbasin"TIre
removal ratio for the tank with twice the velocity and only

half the depth is exactly the same as the original tank with
:

the unaltered depth and velocity. It ean be seen that the 
i

I

change in depth does not affect the removal ratio. 0n1y

changes in the surface or ffoor area and the settling 
,

velocity affect the removal ratio. 
i

2.3. Type II Fl-occulent Settling
The settling of particles, which are not discrete '::

,t,..,..4

but wilt coalesce or flocculate during settling, have vary- ,,,'
ing settling rates due to the increase in mass of the solids ';';:':

from flocculatíon. The degree of floceulation occuring is
depend.ent on the overflow rate, the depth of the basin,

. ,,::,:l-

the velocity gradients in the system, the concentration ir..l,

of partícl-es, and the range of particle si-zes (4). The

overflow rate is "the unit volume of flow per unit of tirne

divided by the unit tank area" (tO¡. fn effect it is the

T2



average upflow velocity of the fluid through the settling
solids.

The determination of the settling character-

istics for a suspension of flocculent particles can only

be obtained. through a settling column analysis. The

column may be of any reasonable diameter but the depth

should. be equal to or greater than the depth of the pro-

posed desi-gn. settl-ing column analysís is conducted by

all-owing the suspension to settle under quiescent conditions.

Samples qre withdrawn at different time intervals at

various depths and the concentration of particles is de-

termined for eaeh sample. The percent removals, of
particles based on the origi-nal concentrati-on, a-re calcu-

lated and plotted. on a grid of depth versus time of settl-
ing. Isoconcentrati-on li-nes connecting poínts of equal

percent removal are d.rawn. These lines represent a

"d.epth-time rati-o equal to the minimum average settling
velocity of the fraction of particles indicated" (3). The

curvature of the lines represents the flocculating nature

of the particles. Non-floeculating partic'ìes would plot

as linear lines (3).

In conducting a settling column analysis, care

must be exercised to ensure the original suspension i-s

representative of the actual suspension being designed for,
that a homogeneous mixture exists at the start of the testr
and that the temperature of the suspensi-on and the sur-

round.ing air are approximately equal (3,4). Temperature

,::

L3
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variations will develop convection currents which disrupt

settling.

fn figure 6, the percent removal of solids at

tine , tz, for a basin of depth , h5, ât a clarification

rater esr is determined from the plotted grid. 
'

qo = h5A = ut^A ...'.t. (tt¡
¿ 

tro
tr2

where lns, = the average settling velocity of the
t,Z Partícles during time , tZ.

fhe overall pereent removal, consídering
particles with settling velocities greater than n5 

"u.r,t2be calculated by (Ð,

overalt Percent Removal = ^ht f R1xR2 \ * ahz /R2xRi \
h5 \ 2 / h5 \ z/

... f ..r... t. ... (tZ)

Metcal-f and Eddy suggest that to achieve the
desired removals índicated by settling tests, design
settling vetoci-ties or overfrow rate should be multiplied
byafactorofo.6Janð.thatthed.etentiontimesshou].d.
be multiplied by a factor of I.?5 or Z.O (4).

rn clarífication of particr-es which are of a

t.,?1.,':

" 
'r: ':

i:-.::

|,...

t5



flocculent nature, the removal- ratio is dependent on depth

as wel-l as the properties of the fluid and the particles.

2.4. Zone Settling
Zone settling occurs in solutions of concentrated

suspensions where during settling the particles aggregate,

forrning a mass. The settling of the mass of particl-es is
obstructed by the flow of upward displaced fluid and

hind.ered settïing occurs. The mass of particles settle
as a blanket maintaining the same rel.ati-ve positions with
respect to each other (4).

Ðistinct zones appear as the settling process

proceeds. At the uppermost surface a clarífied zone of
clear water develops. Gradually, the clarified zone ín-
creases in depth and an individual particle settling zone

develops beneath. The individual settfing extends until
the partícles become hindered by the mass of solids below.

A divísion, characterized by a water-solids interface,
separates the índividual particle settling zorLe from the

hindered zone. The division appears as a "blanket" of
solids. In the hindered zorre, the particles settle at a

reduced rate and no individual particle movement is
observed (3). Eventually, the l-ower solids of the hin-
dered zone begin to cof']-ect and collide wíth other particles
already settled on the bottom of the basin, These collid-
ing particles cause particles above to suffer a reduction'

in their dor¡mward settling velocíty. This area of changing

L6
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settling velocity is referred to as a transition zorLe. The

collected particles on the bottom of the basi-n represent

an area where compaction or compression of the solids is
continuing. The solids structure is compacted due to the

íncreasing weight of solids collecting above and is re-
ferred to as a compression zone (4).

The overflow rate determination for zone settling
particles should be based on three factors, âs outtined by

Metcalf and Eddy: 1) tfre area need.ed for free settling in
the diserete settling region; 2) the area needed on the

basis of the rate of settling of the interface between the

discrete settling region and the zorre settling region and.

Ð the rate of sludge withdrawal from the compression

regíon. Generally, the rate of zone settling i-s usualty

J-ess than the rate for free settling. Hence, the free sett'l-
ing rate is rarely the controlling factor (4).

The area required to separate concentrated sus-

pensions ís dependent on the clarification and thickening

capaciti-es, The clarification capacity can be taken from

the initial rate at which the solids-liquid interface sub-

sides (see figure ?) and is related to the settling velocity
of the sludge. The settling velocity of the sludge j-nter-

face must be greater than the vertícal rise velocity of
the liquid (3,LI). The thickening capacity can be calcu-

lated from an analysis of the behaviour of a suspension

undergoing batch sedimentation. Thickening capacity is
related to the depth of sludge in the basin and the time
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the sludge is in the compression zone (3,LL).

The critical a:rea for thickening is given by (4) t

= Qtu

Ho
(ß)

laa;t?,.:.!
lr. , .r.i.,

where A

0
Ho
¿
U¿

= area requi-red for sludge thickening, sq.ft.
= flowrate into tank, cu.ft./sec.
= initial height of interface in column, ft.
= time to reach desired underflow concen-

tration, sêc.

The critical concentration controlling the sludge

handling capability of the tank is at height H2, when the

concentrati-on is C2

A means of graphically determíníng the critical
concentration and time for desired und.erflow concentration

is (4),

a) Critical concentration, Cz

1 ) Extend tangents from the free settlíng
and compression regions of the curve until inter-
section, 2) bisect the angle formed, and 3) pro-

ject the bisector to the curve. The point on the

curve i-ndicated by the bísector is the critical
concentration, C2,

b) Settling time, tu
1 ) A horizontal line corresponding to the

height of the solids at the desired. underflow

concentration, Cu, is drawn at height, Hu.
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2) At the critical concentration, CZ, a

tangent is constructed and 3) where the tangent
--- 

J !1^ 
-and the trorizontal- line at height, Hu, intersect,

a vertical line is drawn to the time axis .deter-
mining tu, The value of tr, ís the time required

, to reach the desired underflow concentration.
'

i, 2.5. Compression Settling
Compression is the consolidation of particles in

. the zorLe of compression. The eonsolidation of the layers
i of particles is a slow process with the rate of consolida-'

tion being approximated as (3)t

= K(z-z* ) ..... ¡. r.. (t¡)
dz,

dt

where Z = height of sludge line, ft.
e 3:-^-ì 1^^: 

-1-rLæ = rinal height of sludge l-ine, ft.
K = constant for a given suspension, """.-1

Compaction i-s generally aided by gentle stirring.
This tend.s to break up the fl-oc permittíng water to
escape (4).

2,6, Scour Velocity

fn horizontal- fl-ow clarifiers, forces on settled
particles are caused by the force of the water flowing over

i:.l.tl
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them. rn settling basins, the horizontar vetocity shourd

be kept low so that settled particles are not scoured from

the bottom of the basin. An equation developed by Camp

for the critical velocity is (g)t

1

vH = lEr"-o*il = 
r. ... r,.. r (L6)

Lf_J
where vH = horizontal velocity that will just prod.uce

. scour, ft. per sêcr
s = speci-fic gravity of particles, Ibr per cu. ft.
d = diameter of particles, ft.
k = constant which depends on type of material

being scoured
f = Darcy-Vrleisbach friction factor

Typical values of k are 0.04 for unigranular
sand and. o.06 or more for stícky interl-ocking matter with
typical values of f being O.OZ to O.O3 (ll).

2.?. Application of Sedimentation Theory

The application of sedimentation theory to actual
design may seem a bit obscure, The majority of the theory
presen'bed is in a simplified form with settling occuring
under ideal condi-tions. This was d.one to uneomplicate the
problem and al-low for a better explanation of the process

being considered. A better look at the operati-on of a con-

tinuous fl-ow basin aíds in applying the theory.
A continuous hori-zontal flow sedimentation basin

22
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of rectangular design may be dívided into four distinct
zones, âs illustrated in fígure 3.

The inlet zone is assumed to disperse the incom'

ing fluid uniformly over the entíre cross-section of the

tank. The flow should be dispersed such that the motion of

the fluid is in a horizontal directi-on for the entire cross-

sectíon and travels horízontally through the settling zollê.

In the settling zone, the suspended particles settle as if

they were settling ín a tranquil water with the exception

of the horízontal motion. The settl-ed solids are collected

below the settling zorle in a sludge zone. The sludge zorre

isprovíd.ed.toenSurethattheco]-1ectedso1idsdonot
reduee the size of the settling zone and ís designed lar,ge

enough to ensure that the settling solid.s are not disturbed

by mechanical sludge removal equipment. The outlet zone'

where the clarífied effluent is collected and discharged,

is regulated by an outlet weir (5),

The relationship of continuous flow ope::ation to

batch sedimentation, using theory developed for an ideal

basin, would be to assume a rectangular basin of depth

equal to that of a settling column analysis. The sedi-men-

tation process observed in the column woul-d be the same in

the basín, except that the settling would occur along the

length of the tank, âs if the column were moving horizon-

tally. The sediment would settle at the bottom, collect-

ing along the horizontal length instead of in a mass under

23
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the column height. This si-milar páttern of sedimentation

may be observed in a ci-rcular horizontal flow basin moving

i from the center well to the outer wall (3),

A schemati-c representation of the activity taking

: place in a secondary clarifier enhanced by the hydraulÍ.c

movement of sludge collection rakes is illustrated in
figure g, Note the zones required for settling and. the

i appropriate depth of each zorre!

fn the proper design of a final clarifier three
I criteria must be satisfied, as outlined. by Clark, Viessman

and Hammer: "a) the cl-arification capacity required by the

hi-ndered settling rate, b) thickening capacity needed to

, Temove materÍal in the transiti_on and slud.ge zones

(compression zorLe), and c) the detention period cannot be

: excessive, otherwise the bottom may become anaerobi-c" (6).

2.8, Short-círcuiting
The efficiency of settling basi_ns ís reduced by

currents (3r4r 516). Currents can be created by a) tfre
inertia of incoming fluid, b) wind. action, c) thermal in-
ducti-on, and d) introduction of fluid of a d.ifferent temper-

ature than the fluid of the basin. These cuments are

referred to as eddy, surface, vertical convection, and

d.ensity cumentsr respectively (B) .

The effect of currents on a settling basin,

causi-ng reduced efficiency for solids removal, ís called
short-circuiting. short-circuiting is the ínterruption of

¡:.:.t-1', f,t:.' t'.:

l' ::,::: -i
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the flow pattern due to extraneous currents, or as defined
by clark, viessman and. Hammer is ,,the deviation from plug
fl-ow which ís exhibíted by fluid particles passing through
a reaction vesser" (S), plug flow under ideal cond.itions
occurs when fluid particles entering a basin, flow the
length of the tank in the designed detention time,
to = Y/q. rf short-circuiting occurs, the flow through
time wil-l be some time les.s than to and the flow wílr not
utilize the entire volume of the tank.

, The degree of short-circuitíng can be determined
by using tracer studies on a model of the settling basin.
Some tracers which may be used are dyes, electrolytes,
radioactive isotopes or other suitabre materi-ar which d.oes

not settle or stratify (tZ¡. The tracer solution is intro_
d.uced as a slug through the inlet and the concentration is
measured at the outlet as a function of time. The results
of a basin test are plotted as di-mensionless figures with
the vertical axis being the relative concentration of the
tracer, c/co, and the horizontal axis being the rerative
time ratio t/1. The term c = the concentration of tracer
at outlet time; t; co = the weight of tracer d.ivided by
the tank volume; t = the time; and T - the theoretical
detention time (volume of tank divided by flow rate) (r3),

An evaluation of a plot for tracer concentration
versus time of flow, a flow curve , carr reflect the degree
of dead spaces in a basin and allow for a careuration of
the variances and f]ow tendencies. Figure 10 represents
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a typical curve and illustrates the information which can

be collected.
The mode time corresponds to a maxi-mum tracer

concentration, C/Co. The median is the time at which one-

half of the area is confined. by the fl-ow curve, tbr/T, where

th = median time. fn a basin with no dead spaces, the

average detention time would correspond to the theoretical
detention time, t^/T = L, where ta = mean detention time.

Dead spaces are characterized. by values of ta/T being less

than 1. ff a tracer diffuses into dead spaces early in the

test and. slowly d.iffuse out later, the curve will have a

characteristic "long tail ". This elongation of the curve

would create misfeadingly high values of t^/T. High val-ues

of t{T indicate good. hydraulic effieiency, where tM = mode

tíme. Additional information may be obtained through a

cal-culation of the 10 and gO percentiles. A ratio of the

percentiles called the öispersion índex or Merril index,

t9g/tyg, indicates the degree of mixing in the basin. The

larger the value, the more mixing has occurred. The re-
eiprocal of the dispersion index is the volumetric effi-
ciency, Very low values indicate that the total volume of
the basin is not being utilized. ff after repeated. tests,
the time-concentration curve cannot be reasonably repro-

duced, the flow through the basin is considered unstable
(8,13).

Typical dispersion curves for tanks are illus-
trated in figure 11. Curve A represents the theoretical
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curve for an ideal dispersion in which the tracer slug is
mixed instantaneously with the tank contents. some degree

of short-circuiting is associ-ated with curve A due to the

appearance of tracer very quickly at the outlet end.

Curve B is characteristic of a radial flow ci_rcular tank

under unstable conditions. curve c is characteristic of
a wid.e rectangular basin with a rerativery shar-low depth

and curve D is characteristic of a long narrow rectangurar
tank. Curve E is characteristic of a round-the-end

baffled mixing chamber, very long as compared to wid.th and

depth. curve F is representative of an idear-ized tank as

illustrated in figure 3 (Z).

3. PREVIOUS EXPERTENCE OF TRAY SEDIIVENTATTON :

Tray sedimentation, as presented by Camp (9),

\,VaSused.inthechemica]-and'meta11urgica1ind.ustries

prior to its proposed use in sanitary engineering (14). 
:

The onty difference in the two applications was in the
.:.:.:: .:. .: :

:.. :. '..t":.::

nature of the solids being removed. . ,

An early attempt at the application of tray t'.;,,',':...'..:
:

settling was made in L)LJ. A series of conical, círcular
trays were placed one above the other to form several
shal-low settling compartments, The solid.s col-lected. on ,,..r.,,.,:,':-' .

each tray and were scraped into a centrarly located

collection tube. The tube carried the solids to the

bottom of the tank where they were removed (IS).
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. In L9+0, at Springfield, Missouri, â11 application
of a rectangular basin with trays was attempted. Problems

developed due to the anaerobic digestion of solids whieh

were not adequately removed. Rising gas caused some sludge

to float as scum, which further d.igested. The gases pro-

duced could not escape due to the presence of the super-

imposed trays and final-ly caused. the trays to J-ift and

break (14),

Another application was at the Cambrid,ge, Massa-

chusetts water treatment plant where a 1"6 foot deep basin

was modified by the addition of two íntermediate trays.
The incoming pre-flocculated water was to have three passes,

due to the intermediate levels, where sedimentation courd

occur. The additional fl-oor area provided. for three times

the previous solids removal capacity and reduced the liquid.
overflow rate. The rate of alum fJ-oc build-up was quite

J-ow resulting in the trays only requiring cleaning about

every ten days. settled solids were removed from the trays
by d.raining the entj-re basin and washing each J.eve1- (1).

In L953, Camp, re-emphasízed. the advantages whieh

could be achi-eved. if tray crarification was developed.. He

further stated thât. . . .

"It is not now practicabl-e to use such a settl-
ing basin, because no satisfactory sludge removal
equipment has yet been developed for basins ofthis type. " (2)

Camp did suggest that in water treatment plants
which did not require a large amount of sludge eollection,
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tray clarification could be utilized. Cleaning could be

done by taking the basin out of service and dewatering

it, with the coll-ected sorids being flushed. to drains with
hand hose or by monitor nozzles. (Z)

Another design of a circular sedimentation basin

with trays superi-mposed one above the other around the

outer wall was tried. sludge removal was mechanical, with
a revolving arm. scraping the sludge to a central point,

"Apparently the combination of cost and perform-
ance has not justified the adoption of such a
devise ín practice. " (16¡

The early applications of tray sedimentation

were all limited by sludge clearing or removal problêils.

The basins were either rendered useless or were required.

to be taken out of service to be cleaned. The practicality
anð./or expense of any reasonable design, placed. limits on

the further development of tray sedimentation.

LI.. ADVANTAGES OF TRAY CIARTFTCATION

The advantages offered by the use of tray clari-
fication, applied to the extend.ed aeration process, can be

readily seen from the theoretical concepts of sedimentation.
RectanguJ-ar trayed settling basins do not have to provide

addítionar length required to remove the slower settring
parti-cles and the slower settling particles are more

readily removed ín trays because of the shal-rower settling
depth.

The necessary detention time of 1 - 4 hours
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required for the conventional process of settling can be

reduced to a few minutes based on the theoretical concepts

of settl-ing. The reduced depth, because of the trays,

provides for quicker settling of the sludge.

The superimposing of trays one above the other

provides a much greater fl-oor area for the collection of
solid.s eausing a reduction of the overflow rate of the

basin. The more practical means of d.esigning a settling
basin for the removal of fl-occulent sol-ids is by consider-

ing the overflow rate.
The problems of sludge removal from the early

designs of tray clarifiers and the lack of an adequate

attempt to develop a means of effectively removing col-
lected sludge resul-ted in the abandonment of the tray-
settler concept. However, the theoretical advantage of
longitudinal flow through a shallow depth to provide

hydraulically optimum conditíons for sedimentation was not

forgotten. The idea was applied to small diameter tubes

in ord.er to meet the requirements of shallow d.epth at
reasonable overflow rates. Initial studies indicated that
settled sludge could be readily removed by periodically

draining the tubes. An inclination of 5o in the direction
of flow was found to be adequate for sludge removal- by

gravity.Ataninc].inationof6oothetubesarese1f-
cleaning and d.o not even require periodic draining (tÐ.
The application of tubes overcomes the former sludge

removal- problems of trays and, still benefj-ts from the
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applícation of shal-Iow depth sedimentation.

An application of tray sed.imentation with a means

of effective sludge removal wil-1 be even more advantageous

than tube settlers. A faírly deep basin is required for
tube settlers into which the tube modules must be installed.
The tube modules provide the required solids removal capa-

bitity of the basin. Tray clarifiers coul-d be constructed

without the need of deep basins, possibly saving on some of
the capital investment necessary. Effective sludge removal

is provided by controlling the flow through the clarifier
ín a manner that during predetermined times, a portion of
the clarifier is being washed of the colleeted solids. The

solids are washed to a mixing tank and later returned to the

aeration tank as required in the extended aeration process,

The flow in each charurelled portion of the clarifier is
controlled by a horizontal flow control syphon. Small

effluent syphons provide for effluent draw-off from each

section of the clarifier.

5. CONCEPT 0F SYPHONS

The use of syphons to control flow in horizontal
channels ís quíte unique. The concept of syphoning fluid
from one level to another due to differences in el-evation,

in this application, Ís actually slightly exaggerated.. A

difference in elevation d.oes exi-st through the syphon and

the flow is stopped when air is introduced.. Although,
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the conditions of flow more crosely resemble flow in a

conduit to a lower point rather than a syphon. The syphon

action begins when the fl-ow has been stopped in a particular
channel- and. is then restarted. The syphoning causes the
fluid to be dravrn through the conduit, from the upper
J-eveJ- near the trays to the mixing tank.

The effluent draw-off is a more true use of a

syphon. The effluent is drawn from a lower level upwards,
due to the weight of the fluid, into a trough for diseharge.

i-::': : r,.

6. DESORTPTToN oF BRANDON'S CIARTFTER AND SYPHoN \
CONTROT,S

'The clarifier, at the city of Brandon, is curved,
beingconstructed.a1ongthesid.eofacircu1araeration
tank (L?,LB). The inlet and trayed section are 6,5" deep , ,

32' wide and LzV' long. The syphon controls, following 
:

the trayed sectíon, alle z}t along the horizontal distance
..'

and. as wide as the channels. The flow from the horizontal
syphons is into a mixing tank which is 1_Zt wide bV 45r }ong ;,,,.,;..

Thec1arifierín]-etisas].ot,1B,'d'eepby26l9|.
long, followed by a slopíng ramp which opens to an area
Br wide across the front of the channell-ed section. . .:...

i'::.,::..The channelled area, where sedimentation occurs, ,::;,:,::,

consi-sts of eight 31 6" wide , 6, 5" deep and. Ii_6t long
channels. Each channel has three trays providing four Lu.,

settling l-evels. The total clarifier operating depth is 5r,
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The syphon control-s are horizontal- syphons

I+'3" deep and 3'6" wide with an upper arched portion

enabling the introduction of an air lock for flow stoppage

and smaller syphons control-ling effluent draw-off, 1-ocated.

just prior to the arch for flow control. The effluent

syphon pipe is 1-2" in diameter, wíth an orifice plate on

the di-scharge side. Efftuent is syphoned. into an effluent

trough above the horizontal syphon. The flow through both

syphons is controlled by air locks, with the discharge from

the effluent trough being further regulated by a weir.

fn the mixing tank, followíng the syphon controls,

is an air-lift charurel with circulation pumps which return

solids mixed wíth raw sewa€çe to the aeratíon tank. The

1 r wide aír-lift channel with adjustabl-e wa1ls is on the l

deeper end of the tank beside the aeration tank. An 18"

openin65 is provided along the bottom length of the air-líft
channel to act as an inlet for solids and sewage which are

displaced into the aeration tank. The air for the air-lift
is supplied through two perforated l" diameter pipes across

the length of the channel.

6.I. Operation of the Cl-arifier
The operation of the clarifier at Brandon is

relatively simple and may best be described and understood

by discussing one channel and then describing how all eight

channels are used simultaneously.

The operation begins with the channel- having the
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mixed líquor flowing through, at a velocity which does not
permit settling. The horizontal- flow i-s stopped by the

introduction of an air lock in the arehed section of the

large horizontal syphon. All flow in the channel is
stopped for a 20 minute settling period..

After the settling period., the small effluent
syphon ís opened, creating a channel velocity of 0.1 ft./see.
and effluent is withdrawn for a 3* hour effluent draw-off
period.

. At the end of the effluent draw-off period., the

small effl-uent syphon is closed, by the introduction of an

. air lock, and the large syphon air lock is released. The

release of the large flow-control syphon is d.one simul-
taneously wíth the start-up of the aír-lift char¡rel in the

mixing tank. These simultaneous actions cause the flow to'
be re-established. through the channel with a velocity
sufficient to scour the settled solids from the trayed.

levels and charurel entrance area, channel flushing is
maintained. for a 10 minute period followed by another zo

minute settling period.

The operation of one channel_ requires the stop-
page of flow of settled sewage for one-half hour out of
four. rn order to aecept the continuous fr-ow of raw sewage,

the treatment plant must be able to díscharge treated
sewage on the same basis. To maintain a continuous flow
of effl.uent of sufficient capacíty, the addition of the

other channels is required. The full- operation of al-l
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eight channels is for a careful sequencing of flushing,
settling and effl-uent draw-off maintaining a continuous
fl-ow of treated sewage.

7. DESTGN 0F A TRAY Cr,,ARrFrER

7.!. General Features

: ?,L,L. ïnlet
The slot inlet is designed to al-low only

the mixdd liquor from the surface of the aeration tank to
enter the clarifier. The inl-et design must be adequate 

:

to al-row for the ul-timate fLow demand, based on channel

sequencing to be used.

The inlet ramp and distribution area are designed

to distribute the flow to any channel, which requires the
additional volume of mixed liquor for flushing. The dis-
tribution area is designed with a suffieient width to
minimi-ze and. dissipate eddy currents, although not of such

width as to permit c'oIl-ection of settring solid.s. The

distribution area is designed to permit the development of
sufficient flushing velocity to adequatery flush the
settl-ed solids from the trayed channel and distribution
aTeà.

7 ,7.2, Channels

The channel entrance is designed. to ensure

that excessive currents are not developed during the oper-

1..-,..
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ation of adjacent channels.

The channel width must be

undesirable turbulence and vel-ocity

Í-ng during operation.

designed to prevent

gradients from develop-

The channel- length and tray spacÍ-ng are designed

to consider the type of solids to be settl-ed., the volume

of solids to be settled and the settling velociti-es of the

particles. The design must take into account the amount of
flushing that will be required and the effectiveness of
flushing, considering the length of channel.

7 .7-.3. Syphon Controls

' ?,7-.3.7-. Channel Flow Control

The horizontal f,l-ow control syphon

is designed to provide a head. differentiâl from the syphon

inlet to the outlet. The head differential must be ade-

quate to enable the re-start of channel f1ow, after re-
leasing the channel air lock, yet not be too great to
prevent the stoppage of fJ-ow by means of the air lock.

The curvature of the syphon ís designed so that
the shape does not create too great a head loss. The

amount of head l-oss is significant ín designing the size of
the air-lift which ís required to create adequate flushing
velocity.

The horizontal flow control syphon is d.esigned.

with an arched portion which is adequate to stop flow by

the introduction of air to form a Iock. The design eleva-
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ti-ons on both sides of the arched portíon and in the center

"hump" are important to insure the stoppage of horizontal

flow ¡ret should not hinder the re-establishment of flow'

, The outlet el-evation must be designed to release any
: - 

..,.. .. ,.,.... a 
.

excegs air pressure in a manner which will not dispupt ::'r::: ; ::':

settling. The area near the effluent draw-off point is

designed to ensure that scour velociti-es do not develop
'.:.. ...''''::: :i::'

I during periods of effluent draw-off . .: ,',''. '.,,,,',
:

ì 7 'L')'2' Effluent Flow Control

The effluent d'raw-off s]4)hons are

designed to ensure equal fl-ow from eaeh, channel. The

slru)hon includes an orifice plate designed to provid.e suffi- 
l

cíenthyd.rau1ic1osstoenSureaflowinthechannelthat
¿oes not affect settling. The hydraulic loss calculation

. 
llv u qtf çv u pv v u+¿¡¡b

must consider the effluent trough weir efevation for

control of effl-uent draw-off and preventíng any flow from 
i

excess pressure during char¡nel flushing. The effl-uent .

- --ì 
t'_l ' ''ttt ": syphon must completely stop flow' i:::::: :'r': 

:

? .t.4. I{ixing Tank

The mixing tank is designed to provide an

adequate area for the míxing of the incoming raw Sewage

and the returned sol-ids from the clarifíer. The design

must include the size of an effective aÍr-lift which is

required to create an adequate head for flushing veloci-

ties. Provision must be made in the tank to ensure that

solids are moved towards the air-lift channel. The level

4z
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of the incoming raw sewage and returned solids in the mix-

Í-ng tank is kept at the same elevation as the aeration

tank. This is done by having the waI-l of the mÍ-xing tank

at the aeration tank sid.e adjusted to be lower than the

elevation of the mixed liquor.

7.L. 5. Air-lift Channel

The air-lift channel j-s designed to effec-

tively d.ísplace the returned solids and raw sewage into

the aeration tank and to provide an additional head differ-
ential from the trayed channels to the air-lift. The head

differential must be sufficient to overcome any frictional
loss and to create an adequate flushing velocity. The

head differential must not be so great that.an excessively

large hori-zontal flow air-lock is required in channels not

flushing.

The perforated aír line supplying the bubbles for

the air-l-ift are non-clog due to short tubes that extend

from each hole. The tubes are slightty larger than the

air hole, A small continuous d.ischarge of aj-r is mai-n-

tained through the holes at all times to further aid in
preventing clogging.

?.I.6. Air Piping and Controls

The air supply piping for the effluent
syphon air-l-ocks are designed. with a minimum number of flat
and curved sections that might collect solids which will
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foul the operati-on. The outlets for the effluent syphon

air-lock pressure release are desígned to discharge the

air away from any area where personal injury, from the

pressuri.zed air, maY be suffered.

The air valve controls must be of the type which

ensure shut-off for: aír flow without any leakâ$ê. The

possibility of solids enteríng the valve and'fouling their

operation must be taken into account..

1.2. Detention Periods

?.2,1. Channel Detention Períod's

I The detention periods of a channel are

I based on the type of sol-ids, the settling velocity, and the

that are to be collected' The detentionvolume of solids that are to bt

I period for a channel must be sufficiently long to allow the

, settling of solids prior to effluent removal. The settling

an¿ effluent draw-off periods must be timed to insure that

. an excessive amount of solids does not col-lect on the

: trays, requiring a larger air-lift to aid in flushing the

channel-

7 .2. 2. Channel Scheduling

fn instances where additional removal

capacity, without excessively long channels is needed, or

expansion of existing facilities is required, the sched.u-

ling of charurels may be such that more than one channel

can be operated in paralIel. Ïf the unit operation of two

4+



or more channels is to occur simul-taneously, the design of

the system must include provision for an adequate flushing

velocity, and the velocity of flushing of adjacent channels

does not interrupt the settling processes of nearby channels.

7.3. HYdraulic Factors

7 .3.L. fnlet
mhe slot inlet is not designed to regulate i',:.'',',,,,l-l 

., , .'

. incoming flow. The inl-et must only be capable of allowing : , ...
,..',,t_,,',,,

' 
" sufficient volume of mixed. liquor to enter from the sur- li;;:'- r'

face of the aeration tank. Predlcting the flow through
i-, the slot cannot be done accurately, since the flow is over 

,

I a submerged weir and does not form upper and lower aerated 
i

nappeS(?,Lg),Thed.esignmustbeapproxi.mated.toprovide\L-/t' -----a--

. the necessary capacitY. i

The inlet ramp and distribution area are designed 
ì

:

to direct the fl-ow and al.low for its distribution to the 1

trayed channels in a símple manner. The velocity of the 1,,-,, ,-.

:.i-:,.: -:::.

incoming fl-uid varies inversely with the area, si-nce Q = , ,,' ,.: .: :. ;

Consideration must be given to friction losses from the

side walls and channel- bottom.
: ' .:,.:l:''-

. :'

7.3.2, Channels l:'-..'-:'::.

The design for channel velocity must be

d.oneconsid.eri-ngtwoseparateconditions,charrrre1f1ushing

and efftuent draw-off. In each channel the trays alter
lj ì:. ...::.: .
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the normal flow patterns expected for a rectangular channel.

The flow patterns actually apploach conditions of closed
rectangular shaped full- flowing conduits for the lower
level-s with the uppermost level beíng a sharlow open

charurel. The alteration in flow patterns affects the con-

ditions which must be consid.ered to d.esign for the d.esired

ehannel velocity' The cond.itions of frow in a channel

may be made more similar by making the resistance to flow
of the different levels approximately equal, The depth

of the uppermost level may be reduced., inducing a propor-

tj-onately greater amount of d.rag per unit of flow and at a

lower energlr level-. Tf the conditions of flow for the
trayed levels are almost the same, the operation of the
charurels witl- be more satisfactory.

The velocity to be d.eveloped within a flushing
channel has only one requirement, that it be great enough

to scour the settled solids from the trays. The flow
pattern which will be most critical is the flow in the
lower leversr' if the conditions of fl-ow are not designed

similar. The lower l-evels provide more resistance to fl-ow

than does the uppermost. Therefore, if the lower level-s
meet the necessary conditions for flushing, the upper Ieve].
will also' The velocity of flow necessary in the closed

conduits may be approximated using the Moody Resistance
Diagram after correcting for the difference in the hydraulie

ríngR =A/P=D/4
for a circular pipe where R - hyd.raulic radius, ft,; A -

a-:,.

l:r: -
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aTea,

Pipe,

where

and v

]-oss

se. ft.; P=wetted perimeter, ft.i D - diameter of

ft., cal-culating the Re¡mold.'s number as Re = 
tu*u

v

Re = Re¡mold's number; V = velocity, ft. per sec.;

= Kinematj-c viscosityr se. ft. per sêc. The head

equation becomes (Z),

sec.
coefficient, ft,t/6

--c_I
L v2

r ¡ i ¡ ¡ ¡ r r ¡ (L?)

where

bR zo
t)

= resistant coefficient
= length of conduit, ft.
= gravitational aecel-eration, ft. per sec.2

The velocity during effluent draw-off periods

must not resuspend settled solids. Solids that are re-
suspended may be carried along the level and be syphoned

out with the effluent. The maximum velocity that can be

alJ-owed duríng effluent draw-off must therefore be less

than the scour velocity along any poi-nt in a channel. The

velocity must also be I-ow enough to allow for a sufficient
settling period for the incoming mixed liquor. The fJ.ow

pattern which will be most critical is the flow in the

uppermost J-evel. The veloeity of flow may be approximated

by Manning's Formula for open channel flow (7,t9),

v = L.49 nz/l sL/z . ¡.... r.. (18)
n

velocity, ft. per
Manning roughness

hf

f
I,
ct5

1,r =

n-
where



hydraulic radius, ft.
slope of channel

7.3.3, Syphon Controls

7.3.3.L. Channel Flow Control

The head differential designed into
the horizontal flow control- syphon is provid.ed to aid in
overcomíng frictional and energlf losses encountered by

the flow through the syphon during periods of charrnel

flushing. The pred.iction of the hydraulic losses through

the syphon can only be approximated. The nearest estirna-

tion for the losses may be calculated by assuming the flow
to be through a rectangular conduit and ad.ding a safety
factor to the calculation.

7.3.3.2. Effluent Fl_ow Control

The rate of flow through the efflu-
ent syphon is regulated by an orifice plate. The flow
through the orifice may be calculated by utilizing
Bernoulli's equation to develop (?)t

cc cv A2
A= ....r,.. (Lg)

R_
c-U

1-c3 (#)

Cc = contraction coefficient
Cv = velocity coefficient
AZ = area of the orifice, se. ft.
D1 = diameter of the pipe, ft.

where
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DZ = diameter of the orifice, ft.
Ah = change in pi-ezometric head' ft.

The discharge equation may be expressed more

simply as Q),

A = C¿ Az 'l zg nn .,.r....r (zo)

where Cd = discharge coefficient

The efftuent trough weir elevation is designed

to regulate the pressure head on the discharge side of the

effluent draw-off syphon.

?,3.4. Air-lift Channel

The entrance to the air-líft channel does

not eontrol the rate of flow from the mixing tank. The

bottom entrance is used to ensure that solids and sewage

are taken from the bottom of the mixing tank and displaced

into the aeration tank. The head differential, developed

by the air-lift channel, is created insid.e the channel

section causing solids and liquid to enter from the bottom

and further be displaced into the aeration tank. The air-
lift channel inlet should not restrict the volume of flow.

The capacity may be approximated. by assuming the situation

to be flow under a sluice gate (?,Lg).
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ccCnb
q_=

('" #)'1-

*h".

by

where b = height of gate from bottom, ft,
y1 = height of fluid before the gate, ft.
V2 = height of fluid after the gate, ft.

regulated

fl-ow created by the air-lift channel is
the quantity of air supplied to the ehannel.

7.4. Safety Factors

Safety factors in the design, capable of adjust-

Í-ng for the many approximations that must be made for
charu:el fIow, losses in the horizontal flow syphon, and.

clarifier operating depth are incorporated into the design

of the aír-lift channel. The channel- is designed with

ad.justable wal-J-s. One wa1J- all-ows for the adjustrnent in
the opening into the air-l-ift channel. The other wall
allows for the elevation of the head differential created

by the air-líft to be adjustable. The eontrol of air
being supplied to the air-lift and selecting the elevation

of the wall, separating the air-lift from the aerati-on

tank, make the head differential adjustable. The control
of the head differential developed by the air-lift
channel allows for further adjustments after construction,

to ensure proper operation.
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8. CONCIUSIONS

Based on theoretical considerations from the

theory sited in this work and observati-ons of an actual

operating clarifier, the following conclusions have been

arrived. at:
1) A clarifi.er with a sha].low sed.imentation

d.epth, provÍ-ded by trayed. levels superimposed. one above

the other and with an effective means of removing settled.

solids, by controlling the horizontal fJ-ow provides a

workable' application of settling theory d.irectly applicable

to the extend.ed. aeration process.

2) A design ineorporating a clarifier with

trayed charurels having the horizontal fJ.ow controlled by

s¡4lhons offers cond.itions ideal for settl-íng, red.uced.

overflow rate for the effluent, red.uced. effects from out-

let currents, and. minimizes the effects of short-circuiting
on the clarifier.

3) Providing proper consideration was given

during the initial design, a elarifier wi-th trayed channels

may be more simply altered than a conventional d.esign, for
future expansi-on, by resched.uling the operation of the

channels. A conventional design would. require equipment

ad.ditions or further constructi-on.

4) A treatrnent plant utilizing a tray clarifier
shoul-d. be preceeded by flow equâIization. The suscepta-

bility of the clarifier to fluctuations ín fIow, reducing

the removal capability is quite high. The elarifier

-5L



operates best with a constant vefocj-ty and head.

5) A clarifier with trayed channels and the

horizontal flow being control-led by syphons offers a

treatment plant operator some control of the cl-arification
'.,,,-:,,'.,,1

process. The settling period may be lengthened or shor-

tened as required and the rate of effluent draw-off may be

altered by minor changes in the draw-off syphons 
.,.,:,,,,

6 ) rfre superimposing of trays one above the

other red.uceS the total e;:]..ez- necessary for a conventional i,',,,',,,',,,',,

' 
''t 

t i":'

his mav nrovide à savinss i lts.clarifier. This may provide a savings in eapital cos

?) The hydraulic factors involved in the design

ofatraye1arifíerarenotveryaccurate1¡rpred.ictab]-e.
Some educated guesses must stil^l be made.
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g. RECOIVIVIENDATTONS

Additional study should be made on the hyd.raulic

factors involved in the d.esign of the trayed clarifiers to

determi-ne the effect of :

the curvature of the horizonta]- flow control
syphon tururel on head loss during channel
flushing

varying the size of the submerged inlet
and- thõ air-flow rate on the operation of
the air-lift channel

the submerged wall at the slot inlet for the
flow entering the clarífier
the shape of the inlet ramp in dispersing the
i-ncomirag mixed líquor along the dispersi-on
âfêâ.

:r''.:

:':i
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APPENDIX A

PHOTOGRAPHS OF T}M CIARIFIER

AT BRANDON, MANITOBA
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Photograph 13

Slot inlet from aeration tank with entrance ramp

and distribution area just prior to trayed channel area.

(ivtoOifications to channel entrance area at a l-ater date

provided for larger distribution area and curved wall

sections for channel entrance. )
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Photograph 2¿

Distribution
stot inlet and entrance

ground. (Modifications

area prlor
ramp with

completed.

char¡re1 area,

tank in back-

to trayed

aeration

)
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Photograph 3!

rayed channel area,, without trays, looking from

the distribution area. Syphon controls and effluent col--

l-ection trough are contained in structure in background.

Note the brackets to support the three trays in each

channel.
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Photograph þ:

Trayed channel aLrea, looking towards distribution
area. The trays are being installed. Construction is of
eedar planking, anchored on brackets along wall- with two

by fours.
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Photograph 5:

Effluent trough, contained in structure at end

trayed channel area. Some effluent draw-off syphons can

seen with air val-ve controls and piping.

of

be
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Photograph 6:

Effluent d.raw-off syphon, notice the oríface

plate on discharge side of the pipe. Aír-lock is main-

tained in the upper arch of the pipe. (Air supply pipe

was modified at a later date to be ?. direct connection

as shown in Photograph 5. This modification was done

to prevent the collection of sol-ids in pipe. )



Photograph 7

Outlets from horizontal fl-ow control syphons

into the mixing tank. Notice the slope for the bottom

of the mixing tank, aiding in the movement of sol-ids

towards the air-lift channel. The air-lift charu'rel will
be located in the immediate foreground..
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Photograph B:

Mixing tank, following the horizontal flow

control- syphons. The bottom of the tank slopes downward

to the air-lift channel, not yet in p1ace. The guides

for the wall pieces are in place at the end of the wall

on the right. Notice the spacing for the inlet to the

air-lift channel. Inlets to the circulation pumps are

on the right, with the aeration tank in the background.

Syphon outlets are on the left.
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Photograph 9:

A view of

distribution ãr.êâ..

trays and aeration

the clarifier facing the

Notice the liquíd level-

tank.

inlet and

between the
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Summary of Data

The data presented is not representative of the

clarifierrs operation. The analyses were of mixed liquor,
suspended solids and clarified effluent from the treatrnent

plant operating during the winter months of LgZ+ - '75

and '75 t?6 without an aerobic floc having been d.e-

veloped, Design changes were made to the dispersion area

and at the channel inlets for the winter of.'75 - '?6.

Mixed ï,iquor
Suspended Solids" (ns/t)

LB5

1440

2270

N.D. *

1730

1 BBO

2220

N. D.

24Bo

N. D.

2050

1 B5o

2000

2o3B

Clarified Effluent
Suspended Solids

(ns/t)
Date

November L4,

21'

2B

December 6

1-3

22

January 3,

February 16

1-9

2?

March 7

0ctober 30

January L4,

2L

l+ N. D, no

L974

L97 5

L976

7Lo

142

L70

300

290

46o

337

L6?

228

225

318

Lg+

135

N. D.

data
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